


Maiden/VirginMaiden/Virgin
The Maiden embodies magnetism, purityThe Maiden embodies magnetism, purity
and independence, strength and uncorrupted nature. Sheand independence, strength and uncorrupted nature. She
creates for herself. The initial feminine “spark”creates for herself. The initial feminine “spark”

This has less to do with sexual status and SO much more to doThis has less to do with sexual status and SO much more to do
with a state of mind. Ancient texts were written and modernwith a state of mind. Ancient texts were written and modern
misappropriation has caused us to mis interpret her truemisappropriation has caused us to mis interpret her true
meaning. It’s ancient meaning refers to an independent,meaning. It’s ancient meaning refers to an independent,
autonomous woman, and energetically “the act of creation”.autonomous woman, and energetically “the act of creation”.
Imagine the fresh, rising energy of an emerging woman, full ofImagine the fresh, rising energy of an emerging woman, full of
enthusiasm and authenticity. Someone with an intelligent,enthusiasm and authenticity. Someone with an intelligent,
practical attitude who can plan, organise and confidentlypractical attitude who can plan, organise and confidently
foresee what’s coming. She is stunningly confident in her skin.foresee what’s coming. She is stunningly confident in her skin.
She thinks not of what society will think or her or howShe thinks not of what society will think or her or how
pretty her art is.pretty her art is.

All “artists” have a bit of the maiden in them, for it is that primalAll “artists” have a bit of the maiden in them, for it is that primal
feminine spark that called them to their most primitive.feminine spark that called them to their most primitive.
Remember as a child, getting in the dirt, the grass stains, theRemember as a child, getting in the dirt, the grass stains, the
innocence. In this moment of childlike wonder and play, what doinnocence. In this moment of childlike wonder and play, what do
you become. What do you create?you become. What do you create?    Expansion. Change. TrailExpansion. Change. Trail
Blazing. Creating your own way. Independence.Blazing. Creating your own way. Independence.

This is heightened during pre-ovulation, follicular phase of yourThis is heightened during pre-ovulation, follicular phase of your
menstruation cycle. And the energy is rising in the Waxingmenstruation cycle. And the energy is rising in the Waxing
Moon phase.Moon phase.    More on cycles and the moon in Module 2.More on cycles and the moon in Module 2.

Invocation:Invocation: To attract all that you need and To attract all that you need and
desire to you, you are worthy and abundant, confident,desire to you, you are worthy and abundant, confident,
authentic goddessauthentic goddess

Call her in throughCall her in through  
Adorning your body with your grace, (jewellery, handcraftedAdorning your body with your grace, (jewellery, handcrafted
items) feel your body in her softness and with innocentitems) feel your body in her softness and with innocent
curiosity, art, play, reconnect with your pre right of passagecuriosity, art, play, reconnect with your pre right of passage
time, connect with solar plexus (personal power and self-time, connect with solar plexus (personal power and self-
esteem), craft, connect with your mother/grandmother and youresteem), craft, connect with your mother/grandmother and your
DNA lineage.DNA lineage.  

Ask yourself, what can you create for YOU?Ask yourself, what can you create for YOU?  
What needs to change, shift and expand for you to CALL inWhat needs to change, shift and expand for you to CALL in
your maiden.your maiden.
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MotherMother  
The mother archetype is glowing. She is at one with theThe mother archetype is glowing. She is at one with the
Earth and is the creator of life & sacred care giving. SheEarth and is the creator of life & sacred care giving. She
creates for the collectivcreates for the collectivee
  
She is sensual, abundant and bursting with fertility. She isShe is sensual, abundant and bursting with fertility. She is
creative, generous and compassionate. And in manycreative, generous and compassionate. And in many
mythologies, this potent female archetype is one with the Earthmythologies, this potent female archetype is one with the Earth
Goddess herself. She is deeply aligned to the natural world.Goddess herself. She is deeply aligned to the natural world.  
  
This sacred archetype of woman encompasses so much moreThis sacred archetype of woman encompasses so much more
than only birthing and nurturing (children, ideas, projects –than only birthing and nurturing (children, ideas, projects –
whatever you are the creator of). She encompasses innerwhatever you are the creator of). She encompasses inner
strength and wisdom, ingenuity and artfulness and sacred care-strength and wisdom, ingenuity and artfulness and sacred care-
taking. HER strengths are in her nurturing energy, rather thantaking. HER strengths are in her nurturing energy, rather than
control.control.
  
Sustaining what you’ve created and allowing it to bloom in itsSustaining what you’ve created and allowing it to bloom in its
own right is powerful. Tending to your garden. Earth Mother isown right is powerful. Tending to your garden. Earth Mother is
you, as you embody her presence with attention andyou, as you embody her presence with attention and
care. Care also means, if you have a physical family, both realcare. Care also means, if you have a physical family, both real
and metaphorical, care of your environments and vitally, care ofand metaphorical, care of your environments and vitally, care of
yourself. When this archetype has the space to emerge freelyyourself. When this archetype has the space to emerge freely
and strongly, you’ll feel inspired to spend time nurturing yourand strongly, you’ll feel inspired to spend time nurturing your
own body, mind, and spirit, not as a luxurious treat, but as aown body, mind, and spirit, not as a luxurious treat, but as a
necessity. I view this as a micro expression of honouring thenecessity. I view this as a micro expression of honouring the
earth herself.earth herself.  
  
This archetype will raise strongest, with the heightened energyThis archetype will raise strongest, with the heightened energy
of the Full Moon, and Ovulation. More on cycles and the moonof the Full Moon, and Ovulation. More on cycles and the moon
in Module 2.in Module 2.

  Invocation:Invocation: I am at peace with the earth, I sustain me as she I am at peace with the earth, I sustain me as she
does I, I tend to my garden, my flock my allowing it/them todoes I, I tend to my garden, my flock my allowing it/them to
bloom in their own right. Mother knows that my body is thebloom in their own right. Mother knows that my body is the
earths bodyearths body
Call her in throughCall her in through  
Strengthen your heart chakra to support emotional balance andStrengthen your heart chakra to support emotional balance and
self reliance, chart your menstrual cycle at each phase, connectself reliance, chart your menstrual cycle at each phase, connect
with the moon lunar phases, carve time for you on the earth,with the moon lunar phases, carve time for you on the earth,
integrated practices that involve being in nature, grow your ownintegrated practices that involve being in nature, grow your own
produce, garden, earth altar/devotional space outsideproduce, garden, earth altar/devotional space outside
,Ask yourself, what can you create for YOU? What,Ask yourself, what can you create for YOU? What
needs to change, shift and expand for you to CALL in yourneeds to change, shift and expand for you to CALL in your
mother, or rebalance her?mother, or rebalance her?
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Wild Woman/Enchantress. The wild woman is ignited fromWild Woman/Enchantress. The wild woman is ignited from
the earth and nature she needs space and air. She dwellsthe earth and nature she needs space and air. She dwells
Can rage. Is powerful. Can revolutionise. Is Free.Can rage. Is powerful. Can revolutionise. Is Free.
If we want to remember the wild woman, we need to give herIf we want to remember the wild woman, we need to give her
space and air. She’s the medicine woman, the untamed one,space and air. She’s the medicine woman, the untamed one,
the awakening soul who will not rest. She needs to run,the awakening soul who will not rest. She needs to run,
headfirst and arrow-straight into the heart of every experience.headfirst and arrow-straight into the heart of every experience.
And she needs her wildness to be able to traverse the earth.And she needs her wildness to be able to traverse the earth.
She senses, without censoring herself.She senses, without censoring herself.
  
We are being drawn back to the natural cycle’s seasons andWe are being drawn back to the natural cycle’s seasons and
rhythms which help us to align our truth and our true nature.rhythms which help us to align our truth and our true nature.
The wild woman knows that all living things are her relations –The wild woman knows that all living things are her relations –
plants, animals, brothers, sisters, fathers, mothers we are allplants, animals, brothers, sisters, fathers, mothers we are all
encompassed in her.encompassed in her.  

There is no question we are becoming unashamed for speakingThere is no question we are becoming unashamed for speaking
our truth. We are craving our natural pathways back to ourour truth. We are craving our natural pathways back to our
natural rhythms and connecting with one another again. We arenatural rhythms and connecting with one another again. We are
remembering something that is deep within our bones, like for eremembering something that is deep within our bones, like for e
giving myself real space be wild as I listen deeply.giving myself real space be wild as I listen deeply.  
A wild woman is the darker, more destructive parts of ourA wild woman is the darker, more destructive parts of our
nature, for she should not be feared. She is emotional.nature, for she should not be feared. She is emotional.
She is free to expresses herself; feels; protects herShe is free to expresses herself; feels; protects her
family (like a wolf); she listens to the ancestors in her bonesfamily (like a wolf); she listens to the ancestors in her bones
and gets inspiration from the great mother earth.and gets inspiration from the great mother earth.    SHESHE
is NOT, crazy, irrational, sexually promiscuous, rabid or chaotic.is NOT, crazy, irrational, sexually promiscuous, rabid or chaotic.
Young. Blonde. Black. Brown. She is us we all of us. La LobaYoung. Blonde. Black. Brown. She is us we all of us. La Loba
(Wild Woman, Wolf woman collector of bones)(Wild Woman, Wolf woman collector of bones)

This archetype will raise strongest, with the waning moon, andThis archetype will raise strongest, with the waning moon, and
pre menstruation/Luteal Phase. More on cycles and the moonpre menstruation/Luteal Phase. More on cycles and the moon
in Module 2.in Module 2.
  
IInvocationnvocation: I acknowledge, my shadow. I listen. I: I acknowledge, my shadow. I listen. I
allow my “go wild”. All of the actions I create are to enhance theallow my “go wild”. All of the actions I create are to enhance the
support I need, to create the conditions for the Wild woman tosupport I need, to create the conditions for the Wild woman to
rise and for my body to prepare for a healthy bleed or passingrise and for my body to prepare for a healthy bleed or passing
into wisdominto wisdom
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Wild Woman/Enchantress.Wild Woman/Enchantress.  

Call her in throughCall her in through    Setting her free. In a nourishing way.Setting her free. In a nourishing way.
Howl, use poetry, dance, sing, create, move in a way that isHowl, use poetry, dance, sing, create, move in a way that is
completely inhibited and uncaged. Then watch her arrive forcompletely inhibited and uncaged. Then watch her arrive for
you.you.

She is our freedom manifest. Get comfortable with duality, forShe is our freedom manifest. Get comfortable with duality, for
me it looks like rationality and mystery. If experiencing herme it looks like rationality and mystery. If experiencing her
arrival during your menstrual phase. Rest. Slow down. Preparearrival during your menstrual phase. Rest. Slow down. Prepare
to shed. Journal. Release. Commence ritual or cleansing.to shed. Journal. Release. Commence ritual or cleansing.
Shadow-work is and the art of integration. It’s a huge part of theShadow-work is and the art of integration. It’s a huge part of the
re-emergence of the wild woman archetype into our society,re-emergence of the wild woman archetype into our society,
because she needs to be re-integrate. Spend time in thebecause she needs to be re-integrate. Spend time in the
forest/woods.forest/woods.  

Ask yourself, what can you create forAsk yourself, what can you create for
YOU? What needs to change, shift and expand for you to CALLYOU? What needs to change, shift and expand for you to CALL
in your Wild Woman/Enchantress,in your Wild Woman/Enchantress,
or rebalance her?or rebalance her?
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Wise Woman/Crone. The WISE WOMAN/ Crone ignited andWise Woman/Crone. The WISE WOMAN/ Crone ignited and
guided from spirit and awakened during menses andguided from spirit and awakened during menses and
menopause, she emerges through us each month.menopause, she emerges through us each month.
Metaphorical “death = renewal” from Wild Enchantress toMetaphorical “death = renewal” from Wild Enchantress to
Crone Wise WisdomCrone Wise Wisdom

The WISE Woman is the intuition constantly guiding us alongThe WISE Woman is the intuition constantly guiding us along
the path. It is said during menses we have a glimpse into thethe path. It is said during menses we have a glimpse into the
wisdom that will one day be of fully access to us. When menseswisdom that will one day be of fully access to us. When menses
stops we enter the age of the Crone, and it is only then that ourstops we enter the age of the Crone, and it is only then that our
capacity to access the earth and the sky wisdom that is fullycapacity to access the earth and the sky wisdom that is fully
available to us.available to us.
The Crone features in many myths and fairytales. She is theThe Crone features in many myths and fairytales. She is the
witch – the haggard old woman who lives in the forest. She iswitch – the haggard old woman who lives in the forest. She is
feared by children and a friend of death. From Hansel andfeared by children and a friend of death. From Hansel and
Gretel to Baba Yaga, this archetype has become one to avoid.Gretel to Baba Yaga, this archetype has become one to avoid.
And now, in our modern culture, the Wise Woman is probablyAnd now, in our modern culture, the Wise Woman is probably
the least valued of all.the least valued of all.
  
She has come to represent aging and loss: loss of fertility,She has come to represent aging and loss: loss of fertility,
external beauty, and activity.external beauty, and activity.    Older women who have movedOlder women who have moved
through the portal of menopause, leaving youth far behind mustthrough the portal of menopause, leaving youth far behind must
identify with this too. The lack of space for any womenidentify with this too. The lack of space for any women
not conforming to the fresh-faced, unwrinkled beauty standardsnot conforming to the fresh-faced, unwrinkled beauty standards
of a society so fearful of the truth of women is a reality. “Sheof a society so fearful of the truth of women is a reality. “She
isn’t welcome here”.isn’t welcome here”.
  
She is with us each month. The Wise Woman archetype mayShe is with us each month. The Wise Woman archetype may
bring withbring with
her physical pain, tiredness and the need to slow down. Sheher physical pain, tiredness and the need to slow down. She
may bring emotionalmay bring emotional
sensitivity, introspection, or even feelings of being disoriented.sensitivity, introspection, or even feelings of being disoriented.
But these sensations are all signals that an important transitionBut these sensations are all signals that an important transition
is happening, as this archetype heralds the onset ofis happening, as this archetype heralds the onset of
metaphorical death, and with it: metaphorical death, and with it: renewal.renewal.
  
In the physical realm for the women, our wombs are literallyIn the physical realm for the women, our wombs are literally
releasing their life-source of blood, gathered to support areleasing their life-source of blood, gathered to support a
potential life. This is an actual death.potential life. This is an actual death.
  
The presence of the wise woman archetype marks ourThe presence of the wise woman archetype marks our
graduation from the archetypal energy of the Wild Woman /graduation from the archetypal energy of the Wild Woman /
Enchantress. She signals the transmutation of the darkness,Enchantress. She signals the transmutation of the darkness,
and the deep, wild, authentic emotions felt during the previousand the deep, wild, authentic emotions felt during the previous
phase (and whilst many of us were in the throws of what isphase (and whilst many of us were in the throws of what is
normally described as PMT”normally described as PMT”
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Wise Woman CroneWise Woman Crone

Unbind and cut cords. Listen to the calls of the universe.Unbind and cut cords. Listen to the calls of the universe.
Spirit. Energy. Guides. Intuition. Creativity. It’s a woman’s workSpirit. Energy. Guides. Intuition. Creativity. It’s a woman’s work
to bring the ultimate art forward. Living in the soul rather thanto bring the ultimate art forward. Living in the soul rather than
living in over culture. To enter the soul, be it teach it, haveliving in over culture. To enter the soul, be it teach it, have
meaning, grace and grit.meaning, grace and grit.

Unbind from those stories of depletion, sorrow, pain, notUnbind from those stories of depletion, sorrow, pain, not
feeling enough, harm, fobia about looks, weight, or behavingfeeling enough, harm, fobia about looks, weight, or behaving
like the masculine especially in business, to fit in, be acceptedlike the masculine especially in business, to fit in, be accepted
as worthy, skilled, professional, valued and so on.as worthy, skilled, professional, valued and so on.  

And other perspective from the Tantric Yoga Tradition, isAnd other perspective from the Tantric Yoga Tradition, is
Shakti, is rising wise woman. Shakti is the energy of theShakti, is rising wise woman. Shakti is the energy of the
consciousness. The divine creative energy that flows throughconsciousness. The divine creative energy that flows through
us, yet is often dormant.us, yet is often dormant.  

My first experience with this was 4 years ago in Bali when I wasMy first experience with this was 4 years ago in Bali when I was
on a Yoga retreat. It was during two days of sacred silence,on a Yoga retreat. It was during two days of sacred silence,
sitting in silence at the feet of my teacher, a serpent of energysitting in silence at the feet of my teacher, a serpent of energy
rose up my spine. I became overwhelmed with love, a glow ofrose up my spine. I became overwhelmed with love, a glow of
warmth, light to beautiful to find the words to describe, thiswarmth, light to beautiful to find the words to describe, this
feeling of union. It was as if my whole body and soul, were onefeeling of union. It was as if my whole body and soul, were one
and there was no delineation between you or me or us andand there was no delineation between you or me or us and
them. Complete bliss. Euphoric. Very often I feel divinethem. Complete bliss. Euphoric. Very often I feel divine
presence. Like whispers on my back, energy in my head,presence. Like whispers on my back, energy in my head,
circular colours, & the presence of spirit including an ET. Thecircular colours, & the presence of spirit including an ET. The
second is through the joy of yoni reclamation, wheresecond is through the joy of yoni reclamation, where
experiencing deep deep healing and release including layers ofexperiencing deep deep healing and release including layers of
blissful orgasim. Purely as a result of connection to my source.blissful orgasim. Purely as a result of connection to my source.
Kundalini Shakti. Wise Woman living with me.Kundalini Shakti. Wise Woman living with me.

A wise woman is connection to sourceA wise woman is connection to source

If we want to remember our wise woman, we must connect toIf we want to remember our wise woman, we must connect to
source. Ceremony. Intuitive practices. Like passing over intosource. Ceremony. Intuitive practices. Like passing over into
wise woman hood (ie she no longer bleeds such as the age ofwise woman hood (ie she no longer bleeds such as the age of
the Crone rather than the maiden or the birthing woman), and isthe Crone rather than the maiden or the birthing woman), and is
connected to spirit, guides, energy, allows for the home comingconnected to spirit, guides, energy, allows for the home coming
of the story teller.of the story teller.    To invoke the wild woman we must listen &To invoke the wild woman we must listen &
connect to source, and menstruation time or dark moon time forconnect to source, and menstruation time or dark moon time for
those that aren’t bleeding asthose that aren’t bleeding as    its an incredible time to peak intoits an incredible time to peak into
this veil. And for the woman who passes into Crone, enter thethis veil. And for the woman who passes into Crone, enter the
Wise womanhood and embrace! All you need do is arrive atWise womanhood and embrace! All you need do is arrive at
your willingness to see.your willingness to see.
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Wise Woman CroneWise Woman Crone

Finally, thisFinally, this  archetype will raise strongest, with the dark >newarchetype will raise strongest, with the dark >new
moons, and during right of passage to menopause and duringmoons, and during right of passage to menopause and during
menstruation. More on cycles and the moon in Module 2.menstruation. More on cycles and the moon in Module 2.

InvocationInvocation: I acknowledge that death and release: I acknowledge that death and release
is my greatest power. With acceptance and connection tois my greatest power. With acceptance and connection to
source comes wisdom and connection to spirit and course. Isource comes wisdom and connection to spirit and course. I
listen. I cultivate intuition. I share my wisdomlisten. I cultivate intuition. I share my wisdom

Call her in throughCall her in through
Connection to source. Ceremony. Intuitive practices. Called inConnection to source. Ceremony. Intuitive practices. Called in
with deep wisdom, as she creates space and time to listen, andwith deep wisdom, as she creates space and time to listen, and
share herself from a place of knowing. Learn to loveshare herself from a place of knowing. Learn to love
menstruation time and or dark moon time for those that aren’tmenstruation time and or dark moon time for those that aren’t
bleeding, as its an incredible time to peak into this veil. Cultivatebleeding, as its an incredible time to peak into this veil. Cultivate
connection to the softer realms, the ether. Accept your shadow,connection to the softer realms, the ether. Accept your shadow,
Share your stories. Embrace change (learn how to support yourShare your stories. Embrace change (learn how to support your
transition, especially with medicine practicestransition, especially with medicine practices
which connect you to plant medicines, Yin Yoga andwhich connect you to plant medicines, Yin Yoga and
meditation)meditation)

Find out more on plant medicines and Yoga in future modules.Find out more on plant medicines and Yoga in future modules.
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